45 Hall St, Bondi Beach

Aqualine, Bondi Beach - Luxury beachside apartments designed
by Koichi Takada.
Live a beautiful life just footsteps from the iconic sands of Bondi Beach.

3 2 2

Agent Details

One of Australia’s most influential designers, Koichi Takada, has created this
limited series of contemporary residences to offer the ultimate in coastal luxury.

Jeremy Wiesner - 0411 099 199

The striking building consists of only 17 timeless apartments. Enjoy spaces that
welcome in sunshine and the cool evening air. Relax on wide balconies that
amplify the sense of space and where curvaceous lines mimic the rolling waves.
Aqualine’s signature interiors create a true haven. A place that reflects the easy
energy of Bondi Beach at sundown.

Office Details

Property Features
Designed by Koichi Takada Architects
Striking building consists of only 17 apartments
Footsteps from the iconic sands of Bondi Beach
Located in Hall Street, the real heart of Bondi where laid-back cafés, hip
dining and market produce are at the forefront of Sydney’s foodie scene
Architecture and interiors are inspired by the tones and textural layering of
Bondi’s sandstone cliffs
State-of-the-art Miele kitchens and luxurious bathrooms are crafted from a
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Now Selling – SOLD OUT!!
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20 Transvaal Ave Double Bay, NSW,
2028 Australia
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